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Hello Tsakpina, could you tell
me how you got this nickname?

From the  well known coffee
shop  which was in Lonsdale St.
Melbourne. My then partner,
Comninos Zervos (poet) and I
used to run it. It has obviously
left a very deep impression on
the people in Melbourne and
the- lets say- more alternative
cultural scene.  When people
see me on my return trips,  the
first thing they say is, ‘ I used to
come to Tsakpina’ and always
stress that ‘there has never been
any other place like it since’.
What made it special? I don’t
really know if it was Kevin's
paintings on the walls inside and
outside, the Rembetica / Greek
political music we played, the a-
narchist poetry nights, the femi-
nist theatre nights, the ethnic
music we hosted, or just my six-
teen year old enthusiasm and
madness!

I was recently asked to write a
book about it by a Melbourne
publisher and I must say I was a-
mazed! 

At my book launch in Mel-
bourne all the speakers referred
to that era with so much tender-
ness and nostalgia that at some
stage, I didn't  know if this was
my book launch or just an other
Tsakpina night with the normal
Tsakpina crowd… It was as if
time had never passed for any of
the 170 people in that room…
who were responding to the s-
peakers remarks…

Pappou, (Greek for grandpa),
seems to have played a catalytic
role in your life... Can you tell

me a few things about this rela-
tionship?
Pappou, I suppose, is the be-

gining and end of my life. I have
learnt love and happiness from
him. He created me, I am what I
am because of him. 

Can you describe your Pappou's
personality?
He was the most adorable hu-

man being I have ever come
across, just, stubborn, daring,
fearless and capable of creating
wonders… 

If you had the chance to turn
back time, would you have ever
left  Cyprus ?
Never.

What is the last picture you have
in your mind before leaving?
The olive trees and the orange

trees as my father was driving
away that strange August
evening.

When did you write your first

poem?
I wrote my first poem when I

was six and a half years old. It
was a letter to Pappou after he
died, asking him to return, as I
found life pointless and mean-
ingless without him.

What is the best piece of advice
you have heard?

‘do not expect anything from
human beings' my father said
who was always very cynical  and
‘ try to put yourself in other peo-
ple's shoes’.

Will you be translating your
poems into  Greek?
Yeah.

Reading through  your poems, I
was impressed with  "The clocks
that have not been taken down".
Who 'rescued' the clock from the
village?

My parents drove back to the
village just a few hours before
the Turkish army walked in, and
took a few things with them as
well as that clock.

How do you feel every time you
go back to Cyprus ? 
Like someone is  sticking a

knife into my heart.

Are there times in your life when
the past becomes too painful to
deal with?
Yes- when I am faced with the

barbed wire that divides my

country in two and when I see
the Turkish soldier pointing a
gun at me.

Describe your personality.
They say I am a difficult per-

son.  

How do you see the future of
Cyprus ?
I will simply quote Angelo

Loukakis on this: ‘while memo-
ry exists there is beauty. And
truth. While memory exists,
there is always the possibility of

justice. Moral justice, material
justice.' 

Is there something you would
like to change in your life?
Yes I wish I was more dar-

ing…
Daring  to achieve  felicity in

an infelicitous world.. because
as Thucydides said ‘the secret of
happiness is freedom and the
secret of freedom is courage!’  

What do you fear most?
We can not  avoid what we

fear most, I find fear a pointless
feeling, so I do not fear anything
anymore, apart from love,
that.... we can avoid..

How do you feel about people
who prefer silence?
You are obviously referring to

Christos Tsiolkas comment on
my book; so long as they don't
condemn and marginalise us for
'refusing silence', I will not con-
demn them.

When I was young I used to
get very angry with them and al-
ways said ‘ if you are not part of
the solution you are part of the
problem’. I have learnt to live
with it now, but always feel that
it is my obligation to speak up
on every level, be it political or
personal, no matter what the
cost might be. 

Tell me a few things about the
title of the book.
The title of the book refers to

Pentadaktylos, the five enor-
mous mountains, now occupied.
They have a huge Turkish flag
emblazoned upon them, as well
as the inscription ‘ Proud to be a
Turk’, which can be seen all
over  free Nicosia . The title is a
line from a poem which says
that, ‘Pentadaktylos, with its
wounded body hemmed in by
the enemy did not have feet to
run away from them’. The
Greek poet, Nanos Valaoritis,
who edited my book chose the
title based on these lines. 

Andrea Demetriou

'The Mountains Couldn't Walk Away ', by Andrea Demetriou,
was launched in Melbourne at the end of March, by Christos 
Tsiolkas, Arnold Zable, and  Tim Colebatch. In  Sydney  it was

launched by Angelo Loukakis, Tim Colebatch and Jeannie Lewis
at the end of April. The book reflects ...''nostalgia and its conse-
quences for a world which was eclipsed by the Turkish invasion
of Cyprus......''  The poetry collection has been published by La

Trobe University and has been illustrated  with colour 
photographs by the author.  The book is sold by Gleebooks  

in Sydney and Readings books in Melbourne.
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‘The secret of happiness
is freedom and 

the secret of freedom 
is courage!’

The author Andrea Demetriou performed a series of songs
which approached the longing for her childhood world
through a musical point of view.  Sitting at the back Mr

George Papadopoulos (former Chairman of the Ethnic Affairs
Commission - MC for the evening). Also, Irene Vellas

(bouzouki) and Nick Baltas (guitar). 

Angelo Loukakis and Andrea Demetriou

Angelo Loukakis 
and Tim Colebatch

Consul of Cyprus High Commission in Australia Mrs
Christianna Tzikas with Andrea Demetriou

Chris, how did it all start?

When GKR karate came
around to my house recruiting
new members

How do you feel earning a
black belt

Very happy and proud of my
self

What is the next grade

1st Dan

Do you still enjoy karate? Is
it something that you see
doing in the future?

Yes / definitely

Do you think that karate has
made you a better person? In
what ways.

Yes / it has helped me with
my self esteem, confidence and
my way of thinking

Tell me a few things about
the techniques you have
learned

Basics which consists of
strikes blocks kicks and stances
kata which is a sequence of of-
fensive and defensive moves
and kumite which is sparing

Breathing and concentration.
Do these help you in your
everyday life?

Yes they do

What is the best advice you

have been tought so far
That the best way to fight is

not to fight

Would you like to star in a
movie??

Definitely and I am work-
ing towards that with the help
of ray Anthony from Aus-
tralian film fighting academy

Do you train on a daily
basis?

Yes I do, sometimes twice
a day

Does the training affect
your life... Other things
that you might want to
do?

No it doesn’t because my
passion in life at this mo-
ment is karate.

CHRIS PIKIS:

INTERVIEW: ANNA ARSENIS

“The best way
to fight is 

not to fight”

KARATE exponent Chris Pikis has been dubbed by a TV network as the new
“karate kid”. The 13-year-old from Preston’s has become a media star since

the Leader broke the story on October 7 about Chris using his karate skills to
fend off an attempted abduction. Chris featured in a story broadcast on

Channel 9 news followed by a live interview in the studio by Today show
host Lisa Wilkinson. Chris hopes he would be able to give others 

the confidence to say no to a stranger.

A few words
about Chris

Chris Pikis has been train-ing with Go-Kan-Ryu (GKR)Karate since 2002. 
Born in 1996 in Sydney,Chris spent most of his timewatching Power Ranger,Teenage Mutant Ninja Tur-tles, and The Karate Kid se-ries repeatedly. 

It was at the age of sixwhen his fascination ofKarate became a reality,when the local Go-Kan-RyuSelf Defence Consultant(SDC) come round to thehouse recruiting new mem-bers. 
Over the next 7 years, hecontinued to train in martialarts while gaining confidenceand inner security. 
He has competed in nu-merous Tournaments andwas a member of the eliteNSW GKR State Tourna-ment Team for a period of 3years. 

Today Chris Lives in Syd-ney, Australia and trains 5 to6 days a week with his sisterAndrea, Mother Fiona andFather Nicholas. 

Chris, 13, 
of Prestons, who used

his karate skills 
to fend off 

an attempted 
assault in October last

year, is encouraging 
children to be 

more aware of 
potential danger. 

The teenager and his father Nickolas Pikis have
created the website aussiekaratekid.com.au, 

which offers tips to children on how to stay safe.
Chris has been handing out stay safe flyers with

his sister Andrea. He said he hoped people 
who read his stay safe tips would also make a
donation to the Children’s Hospital, Westmead. 


